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ABSTRACT
Digital contact tracing substantially improves the identification of
high-risk contacts during pandemics. Despite several attempts to
encourage people to use digital contact-tracing applications by de-
veloping and rolling out decentralized privacy-preserving protocols
(broadcasting pseudo-random IDs over Bluetooth Low Energy—
BLE), the adoption of digital contact tracing mobile applications
has been limited, with privacy being one of the main concerns.

In this paper, we propose a decentralized privacy-preserving
contact tracing protocol, called DP-ACT, with both active and pas-
sive participants. Active participants broadcast BLE beacons with
pseudo-random IDs, while passive participants model conservative
users who do not broadcast BLE beacons but still listen to the broad-
casted BLE beacons. We analyze the proposed protocol and discuss
a set of interesting properties. The proposed protocol is evaluated
using both a face-to-face individual interaction dataset and five
real-world BLE datasets. Our simulation results demonstrate that
the proposed DP-ACT protocol outperforms the state-of-the-art
protocols in the presence of passive users.

KEYWORDS
Proximity Tracing, Digital Contact Tracing, COVID-19, Internet of
Things (IoT), Privacy, Decentralized, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE),
Mobile Apps, DP-3T, PEPP-PT.

1 INTRODUCTION
Contact tracing is the process of establishing who has been in
contact with an infected person during the time they were infec-
tious with the intent of warning and quarantining potentially in-
fected people, limiting the spread of the contagion. Manual con-
tact tracing is too slow and too labor intensive for fast-spreading
highly-contagious contagions like COVID-19 [13], essentially lag-
ging behind the spread of the disease. Digital proximity tracing
speeds up contact tracing to save lives [7, 13]. This type of contact
tracing relies on digital devices to keep track of contacts, often
determining the proximity of subjects and the duration of contacts.
Digital contact tracing attracted a lot of attention during the out-
break of COVID-19; however, it has existed as a concept before that
[3, 4, 8, 12].
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Smartphones are now in everyone’s pocket. During the outbreak
of COVID-19, mobile applications were the first choice to imple-
ment COVID-19 digital contact tracing. For proximity tracing in
public places, several COVID-19 contact-tracing applications estab-
lished manual "check-in" systems, where users scan QR-codes when
entering a public place [6]. This proximity tracing scheme requires
each user to manually scan a QR-code, which is error-prone and
unsuitable for dynamic and large-scale environments. On the other
hand, automated digital contact-tracing applications have been
proposed to use Global Positioning System (GPS) and Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) for automatic proximity tracing. However, GPS
only works efficiently outdoors, where the risk of infection is lower.
Therefore, for large-scale indoor environments, most protocols
resort to broadcasting BLE beacons for digital contact tracing.

COVID-19 contact-tracing applications can use centralized or
decentralized protocols to calculate potential exposure. In central-
ized protocols, the central health authority processes the contact
history for all users and warns exposed users. In decentralized
protocols, each user calculates their exposure locally and central
authorities, by design, have no access to contact data. Hence, de-
centralized protocols are privacy-preserving. The first generations
of COVID-19 contact-tracing applications were launched in Asia
[5, 6, 11, 21, 25, 30]. However, most of the COVID-19contact-tracing
applications launched in Asia rely on centralized protocols. In con-
trast, most of the launched COVID-19contact-tracing applications
in Europe and the USA use decentralized protocols to preserve the
privacy [1, 6, 21, 25, 32].

Decentralized Privacy-Preserving Proximity Tracing (DP-3T) is
the state-of-the-art protocol for COVID-19 contact tracing [31, 32].
In this decentralized protocol, each user broadcasts pseudo-random
IDs through BLE beacons. Despite several excellent initiatives to
develop privacy-preserving contact tracing protocols and applica-
tions, their adoption by the public has been to a large extent limited.
Privacy concerns are among the most important issues that limit
the wide adoption of digital contact tracing mobile applications
[2, 9, 10, 16–20, 26, 28, 29]. Indeed, from a technical point of view,
there are certain privacy risks associated with broadcasting BLE
beacons. In particular, recent studies [15, 33] highlight that the
unique physical-layer imperfections and variations in the hardware
design of BLE chipsets can be exploited by adversaries to uniquely
identify transmitting mobile devices, even in the context of COVID-
19 contact-tracing applications and despite pseudo-random IDs [15].
The main open research question, then, is whether the participation
of the users who do not broadcast BLE beacons, but still listen to BLE
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beacons and upload contacts upon infection, can improve the preci-
sion of digital contact tracing compared to when these users do not
participate.We argue that this is indeed the case.

In this paper, we propose a decentralized protocol to accom-
modate the participation of conservative/passive users for precise
digital contact tracing. In our proposed protocol, we consider both
active and passive participants. Active participants broadcast BLE
beacons with pseudo-random IDs, while passive participants model
conservative users who do not broadcast BLE beacons but still lis-
ten for broadcasted BLE beacons. Hence, passive participants learn
about their potential exposure and can take proper action. On the
other hand, once infected, passive participants may release their list
of high-risk contacts based on the pseudo-random IDs they have re-
ceived. This allows active participants to exercise home quarantine
if their pseudo-random IDs are released by the passive participants.
As a result, the proposed protocol enables high-precision digital
contact tracing, by enabling and leveraging the participation of con-
servative/passive users. We refer to our protocol as Decentralized
Privacy-Preserving Asymmetric Digital Contact Tracing (DP-ACT).
We discuss the properties of our proposed protocol, among which,
we demonstrate that it is sufficient to have only one active par-
ticipant in each contact group (i.e., groups of participants among
whom every two participants are in close proximity for a consider-
able duration) to identify all high-risk contact groups (i.e., a contact
group with at least one infected participant). Moreover, we briefly
discuss the privacy/security of the proposed protocol raised by
infected passive users uploading their recorded high-risk IDs. The
main contributions of this paper are summarized below:

• We propose a decentralized privacy-preserving protocol,
called DP-ACT, for COVID-19 digital contact tracing to en-
able and leverage the participation of conservative/passive
users for high-precision digital contact tracing. This is the
first time, to the best of our knowledge, that we consider
a setting with both active and passive participants in the
context of COVID-19 digital contact tracing.

• We formally analyze the proposed protocol and prove a set
of formal guarantees. In particular, we show that using our
DP-ACT protocol, it is sufficient to have at least one active
participant in each contact group in order to be able to detect
all high-risk contact groups.

• We evaluate the proposed protocol using the InVS15 dataset
that contains the face-to-face interactions of individuals in
an office building in France in 2015 [14]. The InVS15 dataset
has a sufficiently long duration of face-to-face interactions to
analyze how COVID-19 spreads in such large-scale dynamic
environments and to demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed DP-ACT protocol in comparison with the state-of-
the-art protocols.

• Finally, we also consider five real-world BLE datasets col-
lected considering five different scenarios: dining together
at the table, riding a train together, working together in
an open-space setting, waiting in line at the supermarket,
and mingling in a club/bar [27, 32]. Our simulation results
based on these five datasets show that the proposed protocol
outperforms the state-of-the-art in the presence of conser-
vative/passive users/participants.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, first, we discuss
the state-of-the-art protocol (i.e., DP-3T protocol) in the presence of
conservative users and propose an extension of the DP-3T contact
tracing protocol (i.e., Active/Passive DP-3T protocol or A/P DP-
3T) allowing the conservative users not to advertise BLE beacons.
Next, we discuss the shortcomings of the Active/Passive DP-3T
protocol and propose a new privacy-preserving protocol to address
these shortcomings (i.e., DP-ACT). In Section 3.1, we theoretically
analyze the DP-ACT protocol and prove a set of interesting formal
guarantees for the proposed protocol. In Section 4, we evaluate the
proposed protocol against the state-of-the-art protocols based on
simulation. Finally, Section 5 serves as the conclusion.

2 ASYMMETRIC PRIVACY-PRESERVING
DIGITAL CONTACT TRACING

DP-3T is a popular open protocol developed for COVID-19 contact
tracing. The aim of this protocol is to identify and warn high-risk
contacts of users diagnosed with COVID-19, without revealing the
users’ identities and the place of the contacts. Hence, this decentral-
ized protocol broadcasts ephemeral pseudo-random IDs through
BLE.

In COVID-19 contact-tracing applications that are using DP-3T,
a user’s digital device continually broadcasts ephemeral pseudo-
random IDs and simultaneously records the pseudo-random IDs
received from other users’ devices that are in close proximity. Then,
when a user is diagnosed with COVID-19, this user can reveal the
pseudo-random IDs that were previously broadcasted from their
device during the contagious time by uploading them to a central
server (cloud).1

All users’ applications download the pseudo-random IDs from
the cloud periodically/sporadically. Then, they check their contact
ID lists and if they have the same IDs in their list, they use their
recorded proximity information to calculate the duration of the
contact and even the proximity of the users during the contacts to
find the high-risk contacts. High-risk contact is defined as close
proximity contact with an infected user for a sufficient duration,
yielding a high risk of being infected. For the identification of high-
risk contacts, an exposure score, which is a function of the proximity
and the duration of the contact, is calculated and compared with
a determined threshold. A user with a high-risk contact, called a
high-risk user, receives an alarm from the application to stay in
quarantine and get tested for the viral infection.

Despite several attempts to encourage the public to use the
COVID-19 contact-tracing applications by increasing privacy (i.e.,
by using decentralized systems, BLE, and pseudo-random IDs), the
adoption of digital contact tracing mobile applications has been lim-
ited and one of the most important issues that limit this adaption is

1In DP-3T [32], the authors proposed three different designs based on the ephemeral
pseudo-random ID generation: low-cost decentralized proximity tracing, unlinkable
decentralized proximity tracing, and hybrid decentralized proximity tracing. In all these
designs, the ephemeral pseudo-random IDs are functions of random "Seed"s generated
by the devices in each epoch. In practice, in all these designs, the infected users upload a
set of epoch numbers and seeds, (𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖 ) , for all relevant epochs, instead of uploading
all IDs broadcasted from their device to the cloud during the time that the infected user
could be contagious. Here, for the sake of simplicity of the presentation, we assume
uploading the IDs to the cloud is equivalent to uploading a set of epoch numbers
and seeds, i.e., (𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖 ) . In practice, however, a set of epoch numbers and seeds, i.e.,
(𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖 ) , are uploaded to the cloud, to reduce the communication overheads.
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Figure 1: First example for the A/P DP-3T protocol.

privacy concerns. As discussed earlier, it has been shown that there
are certain privacy risks associated with broadcasting BLE bea-
cons [15, 33]. Now, the main open research question is whether the
participation of the users who do not broadcast BLE beacons, but
still listen to BLE beacons and upload contacts upon infection, can
improve the precision of digital contact tracing compared to when
these users do not participate. We believe that this is indeed the
case. The DP-3T protocol, however, does not consider/allow passive
participants. Hence, the information that could have been provided
with the participation of the passive people is not exploited in the
DP-3T protocol.

2.1 Active/Passive DP-3T Protocol (A/P DP-3T)
To address the limitation of DP-3T towards passive users, we discuss
an initial extended version of the DP-3T protocol, where conser-
vative users can participate in the protocol as passive participants,
without broadcasting BLE beacons, alongside the active participants
who broadcast BLE beacons. The remaining protocol follows the
DP-3T protocol. We refer to this protocol as Active/Passive DP-3T
(A/P DP-3T) because it allows passive users to participate in the
digital contact tracing process. These passive participants receive
the broadcasted pseudo-random IDs and download and check the
revealed IDs.

Let us discuss our A/P DP-3T protocol using two examples. Fig. 1
shows a situationwhere an active participant is infected. Among the
four coworkers A, B, C and D, only B broadcasts BLE beacons. The
others have chosen not to broadcast BLE beacons. Let us assume
that B receives his COVID-19 test result and is diagnosed with
COVID-19. According to the DP-3T protocol, he reveals his pseudo-
random IDs to the cloud. As the DP-3T protocol does not handle
passive users, A, C and D are not informed about their exposure if
the contact-tracing application is based on the DP-3T protocol. In
contrast, considering the A/P DP-3T protocol, all users download
the revealed pseudo-random IDs, and the COVID-19 contact-tracing
applications on their smartphones cross-check them against their
contact lists to see if they have been in close proximity contact
with the infected users. The smartphones of A, C and D find the

revealed IDs in their contact lists. They calculate the duration of
the corresponding contacts, the proximity of the users during the
contacts and finally, an exposure score. They learn that they have
had high-risk contacts and A, C and D receive high-risk contact
alarms.

Fig. 2 shows another example for the case where the infected
user is passive and does not broadcast BLE beacons. Similar to Fig.
1, there are 4 coworkers, named A, B, C and D, who have installed
a COVID-19 contact-tracing application based on the A/P DP-3T
protocol. Again, only B broadcasts BLE beacons and the others have
chosen not to broadcast BLE beacons. Here, we assume that C is
diagnosed with COVID-19. C is not broadcasting any IDs; hence,
she does not send any IDs to the cloud. Then, all users download
the revealed IDs from the cloud. As A, B and D do not find the
revealed IDs in their contact lists, they think that they have not had
any high-risk contacts.

In summary, the first example demonstrates that the A/P DP-3T
protocol addresses one of the limitations of the DP-3T protocol by
simply allowing passive users to check for their own exposure. The
second example, on the other hand, shows that both DP-3T and
A/P DP-3T fail to detect the high-risk contacts when a passive user
is diagnosed with COVID-19. Hence, there is a need for a protocol
that enables and leverages the participation of passive users for
precise digital contact tracing.

2.2 DP-ACT Protocol
We now discuss our proposed DP-ACT protocol to enable the par-
ticipation of the conservative users as passive participants, who do
not broadcast BLE beacons, alongside the active participants, who
broadcast BLE beacons.

For the sake of clarity, let us define new terminologies for the
IDs broadcasted by the users, IDs received by the users, and IDs
downloaded from the central server/cloud, in the following.

Definition 1. We distinguish among three types of IDs as follows:

• B-ID: the pseudo-random IDs broadcasted by each user.
• R-ID: the pseudo-random IDs received by each user.
• C-ID: the IDs downloaded from the cloud.
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Figure 2: Second example for the A/P DP-3T protocol.

We explain the DP-ACT protocol in three parts: "Normal Opera-
tion", "Once a User is Diagnosed with COVID-19", and "Identifica-
tion of the High-Risk Contacts".

2.2.1 Normal Operation:

• Active Users: In normal operation, the active users con-
tinuously broadcast BLE beacons with ephemeral pseudo-
random IDs (B-IDs) and receive the broadcasted BLE beacons
by the other users. They record the time of receiving the
BLE beacons, the received pseudo-random R-IDs, and the
Received Signal Strengths (RSS). Hence, an active user has
two local pseudo-random ID lists in their application: the
first one is the list of ephemeral pseudo-random IDs (B-IDs)
broadcasted by this user’s smartphone (their own pseudo-
random ID list) and the second one is the list of the recorded
pseudo-random IDs (R-IDs) broadcasted by other users (the
contact ID list).

• Passive Users: In normal operation, passive users choose to
not broadcast BLE beacons and only receive broadcasted
BLE beacons from active users (i.e., R-IDs). Similar to active
users, passive users record the time of receiving the BLE
beacons, the received pseudo-random IDs (R-IDs), and the
corresponding RSSs. Thus, a passive user has only one local
pseudo-random ID list in their application: the list of the
recorded pseudo-random IDs (R-IDs) broadcasted by other
users (the contact ID list).

2.2.2 Once a User is Diagnosed with COVID-19:

• Active Users: When an active user is diagnosed with COVID-
19, this user can reveal the pseudo-random IDs (B-IDs) that
were previously broadcasted from their device by uploading
them to the cloud. 2

2For DP-ACT, just like DP-3T, we can consider different designs based on the ephemeral
pseudo-random ID generation, and the infected active users can upload a set of epoch
numbers and seeds, (𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖 ) , for all relevant epochs instead of uploading all IDs
broadcasted from their device to the cloud during the time that the infected user
could be contagious. Again, for the sake of simplicity of the presentation, we assume
uploading the IDs to the cloud is equivalent to uploading a set of epoch numbers
and seeds, i.e., (𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖 ) , without loss of generality. In practice, however, a set of

• Passive Users:When a passive user is diagnosedwith COVID-
19, they instead reveal the list of high-risk contact IDs (high-
risk R-IDs) on their COVID-19 contact-tracing application
and their corresponding contact time and the durations of
the contacts (if the period of producing pseudo-random IDs
by devices is short enough we do not need to send the time
information). As they do not broadcast BLE beacons, they
cannot release their own pseudo-random ID list. This user
can send the high-risk contact IDs (high-risk R-IDs) to the
cloud and indicates that the IDs are revealed by a passive user,
i.e., the IDs belong to active users who had high-risk contacts
with the passive infected user. In other words, there are two
kinds of IDs revealed to the central server: IDs revealed
by active users (B-IDs) and IDs revealed by passive users
(high-risk R-IDs); hence, the types of IDs in the revealed lists
should be indicated.

2.2.3 Identification of the High-Risk Contacts:

• Active Users: For the high-risk contact checking, the applica-
tions on the active users’ smartphones download the revealed
ID list from the cloud (C-IDs) at regular intervals and cross-
check the IDs revealed by active users among C-IDs against
their contact ID list (R-IDs). If they find the revealed C-IDs
by active users in their contact ID list, they calculate the
exposure score for the corresponding contact and compare
it to a threshold. If the exposure score surpasses the thresh-
old, the contact is high-risk, and an alarm notifies the user.
Furthermore, the application on an active user’s smartphone
checks its own pseudo-random ID (B-IDs) list against the
ID list downloaded from the cloud (C-IDs). If it finds any of
their broadcasted IDs (B-IDs) on the list downloaded from
the cloud (i.e., C-IDs that were originally revealed by the
passive users), it discovers that the active user has been in a
high-risk contact with a passive infected user and notifies
this active user.

epoch numbers and seeds, i.e., (𝑖, 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖 ) , will be uploaded to the cloud, to reduce the
communication overheads.
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Figure 3: An example for the proposed DP-ACTprotocol.

• Passive Users: For high-risk contact checking, a passive
user’s smartphone downloads the revealed ID list from the
cloud (C-IDs) at regular intervals. For IDs revealed by pas-
sive infected users, it also downloads their corresponding
contact time. It cross-checks all IDs against the IDs on their
contact list (R-IDs); if there is any intersection, it calculates
the exposure score for the intersection. If the exposure score
surpasses a specified threshold, the contact is high-risk, and
an alarm notifies the passive user. For cross-checking of the
C-IDs revealed by passive users, only passive users who had
one of these C-IDs in their contact list during the correspond-
ing revealed contact time receive the high-risk alarm.

Now, what happens if the participants in our second example
in Fig. 2 use an application with the proposed DP-ACT protocol?
Fig. 3 illustrates the proposed DP-ACT protocol in such a setting.
We recall that, in this example, there are 4 coworkers, A, B, C
and D, using a COVID-19 contact-tracing application with the DP-
ACT protocol. Only B is an active participant and broadcasts BLE
beacons; the others are passive participants and have chosen not to
broadcast BLE beacons. Then, C receives her COVID-19 test result,
and she is diagnosed with COVID-19. When C is diagnosed with
COVID-19, as she was not broadcasting BLE beacons, she reveals
the list of high-risk contact IDs on her COVID-19 contact-tracing
application, which is B’s pseudo-random IDs; she uploads this list

to the cloud and indicates that the IDs are revealed by a passive
user. All the users’ applications download the revealed high-risk
list from the cloud. B’s application finds his pseudo-random IDs in
the revealed ID list; hence, he receives a high-risk contact alarm.
The applications on A and D smartphones also find the revealed
pseudo-random IDs in their contact lists and notify them with high-
risk contact alarms. Therefore, DP-ACT allows precision contract
tracing in the presence of passive users.

3 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Performance Analysis
In this section, we analyze the proposed DP-ACT protocol and
discuss its properties. Let us first define three important terminolo-
gies we frequently use in this section, i.e., "PHR Contact", "Contact
Group" and "High-Risk Group", in the following.

Definition 2. A "Potential High-Risk Contact" or "PHR Contact"
is a close proximity contact with sufficient duration for each of the
involved people to be infected by the other one.

Definition 3. A "Contact Group" is a group of participants among
whom every two participants are in close proximity and have PHR
contacts with each other.

Definition 4. A "High-Risk Group" is a contact group that has
at least one infected participant.

5
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We shall now discuss the arrangement of active and passive
participants in a contact group and the relation to the precision of
the proposed DP-ACT protocol.

Theorem 3.1. Assuming COVID-19 contact tracing based on the
DP-ACT protocol, it is sufficient to have one active user in each contact
group in order not to miss any high-risk contact group.3

Proof. Let us consider that there are 𝑘 users in a contact group
who are using a COVID-19 contact-tracing application based on the
DP-ACT protocol. Among these users, 𝑘 − 1 users are passive and
have chosen not to broadcast any BLE beacons, and only one user
is active. If the active user is diagnosed with COVID-19, they reveal
their own pseudo-random IDs according to the DP-ACT protocol,
and as all the passive users have the active user’s pseudo-random
IDs in their contact lists, after downloading the revealed high-risk
pseudo-random IDs, they find them in their contacts lists and find
out that they have had high-risk contacts. Thus, all the users in
the group who had high-risk contact with the infected user receive
high-risk alarms.

Now, let’s see what happens if a passive user is diagnosed with
COVID-19. This case is similar to the example explained in Fig. 3. As
the infected passive user was not broadcasting BLE beacons, they
reveal the list of high-risk contact IDs on her COVID-19 contact-
tracing application, which is the active user’s pseudo-random IDs;
the infected user sends it to the cloud and indicates that the IDs are
revealed by a passive user. All the users’ applications download the
revealed high-risk list from the cloud. The active user’s application
finds the active user’s pseudo-random IDs in the revealed ID list;
hence, the user receives a high-risk contact alarm. The applica-
tions on the other passive users’ smartphones also find the revealed
pseudo-random IDs in their contact lists and receive high-risk con-
tact alarms. Therefore, all the users (in the contact group) who have
been in high-risk contact receive a high-risk contact alarm. □

Theorem 3.2. Assuming 𝑃% of participants to be passive (equiva-
lent to probability 𝑝) at any specific time 𝑡 , then 𝑝𝑘 is the probability
of a high-risk group with size 𝑘 to remain undetected at time 𝑡 .

Proof. According to Theorem 3.1, the only case for a high-risk
group to remain undetected is that we do not have any active
participants in the contact group; in other words, all participants
in the contact group are passive. If we assume that the probability
of being a passive participant is 𝑝 ; then, the probability of having 𝑘
passive participant in a contact group with 𝑘 participants is 𝑝𝑘 . □

Now, let us discuss the ability of the proposed protocol to detect
high-risk users by proposing Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. As
mentioned before, a high-risk user is defined as a user who has a
high-risk contact with an infected one while before this high-risk
contact, the high-risk user was an uninfected user.

Theorem 3.3. Assuming 𝑄 out of 𝑁 users are active users (equiv-
alent to probability 𝑞 = 1 − 𝑝) with an average degree of 𝑑 (i.e., the
average number of a user’s PHR contacts) at any specific time 𝑡 , the

3The assumption related to “contact group” is only made to develop the theoretical
basis behind the DP-ACT protocol. In reality, however, DP-ACT is not limited by
any such assumptions, as demonstrated in the evaluation section, since we do not
make any assumptions in relation to the contact group size in the datasets used in the
simulations.

average number of passive users who do not have PHR contact to any
active users and may remain undetected using the DP-ACT protocol
is:

𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
)𝑁 ·𝑞,

which is strictly decreasing with respect to both 𝑞 and 𝑑 .4

Proof. According to the assumptions, we have 𝑠 (0) = 𝑁 −𝑁 ·𝑞
passive users; thus, if an active user has contact with another user,
with the probability of 𝑠 (0)

𝑁−1 this user is a passive user. Hence, this
active user, on average, has PHR contact with 𝑑 · 𝑠 (0)

𝑁−1 passive
users. As a result, the average number of the remaining passive
users who do not have PHR contact with this active user is: 𝑠 (1) =
𝑠 (0) −𝑑 · 𝑠 (0)

𝑁−1 = 𝑠 (0) · (1− 𝑑
𝑁−1 ). The next active user will have PHR

contact, on average, with 𝑑 · 𝑠 (1)
𝑁−1 new passive users. Therefore, the

average number of the remaining passive users who do not have
PHR contact with these two active users is: 𝑠 (1) = 𝑠 (1) −𝑑 · 𝑠 (1)

𝑁−1 =

𝑠 (1) · (1 − 𝑑
𝑁−1 ) .

Now, let us define 𝑠 (𝑖) as the average remaining number of
passive users who do not have PHR contact with any of 𝑖 active
users, considering only 𝑖 active users. With every active user 𝑖 , the
average remaining number of passive users who do not have PHR
contact with any of the earlier active users, i.e., 𝑠 (𝑖 − 1), will be
reduced by 𝑑 · 𝑠 (𝑖−1)

𝑁−1 . Hence, this can be formulated as a dynamical
system as follows:

𝑠 (0) = 𝑁 − 𝑁 · 𝑞 = 𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞),

𝑠 (𝑖) = 𝑠 (𝑖 − 1) − 𝑑 · 𝑠 (𝑖 − 1)
𝑁 − 1

= 𝑠 (𝑖 − 1) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
).

Considering 𝑄 as the number of active users, the solution to the
above dynamical system may be written as follows,

𝑠 (𝑄) = 𝑠 (0) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
)𝑄 ,

where 𝑠 (0) = 𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞) and 𝑄 = 𝑁 · 𝑞. Therefore, the average
number of passive users who do not have PHR contact with any
active users and may remain undetected is given by:

𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
)𝑁 ·𝑞 .

Note that, these remaining passive users do not have PHR contact
with any active users; hence, if they have a high-risk contact, it will
not be detected by the proposed DP-ACT protocol.

□

Theorem 3.4. Assuming 𝑄 users of 𝑁 total users are active users
(equivalent to probability 𝑞 = 1 − 𝑝) and the average user’s degree is
𝑑 at any specific time 𝑡 , then the average number of high-risk users
that remain undetected (i.e., do not receive the high-risk alarm) by
the DP-ACT protocol for the COVID-19 percentage of𝐶 (equivalent to
COVID-19 probability 𝑐 = 𝐶/100) is:

𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
)𝑁 ·𝑞 · (1 − 𝑐) · (1 −

𝑑∏
𝑙=1

𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁 − 𝑙

𝑁 − 𝑙
).

4This is valid under the assumption that the contacts and interaction patterns/graphs
among the users are at random, but assuming an average degree 𝑑 for the active users.
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Proof. According to Theorem 3.3, when there are𝑄 active users
with the average degree of 𝑑 at any specific time 𝑡 , the average
number of passive users who do not have PHR contact with any
active users is:

𝐻 = 𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
)𝑁 ·𝑞 .

If one uninfected user among these passive users has high-risk con-
tact with at least one infected passive user, this high-risk contact
will remain undetected as these passive users do not have PHR
contact with any active users. Hence, we should find the average
number of these passive users who have not been in high-risk con-
tact with any infected users. If one uninfected user among these
passive users has contact with another user, with the probability
of 𝑁−𝑐 ·𝑁−1

𝑁−1 this user is an uninfected one. Thus, for a user, the
probability of being an uninfected one while having 𝑑 PHR con-
tacts with uninfected users is (∏𝑑

𝑙=1
𝑁−𝑐 ·𝑁−𝑙

𝑁−𝑙 ) · 𝑁−𝑐 ·𝑁
𝑁

. Hence, the
average number of uninfected passive users having PHR contacts
only with uninfected passive users and not any active users is
𝐻 · (∏𝑑

𝑙=1
𝑁−𝑐 ·𝑁−𝑙

𝑁−𝑙 ) · 𝑁−𝑐 ·𝑁
𝑁

.

Hence, the average number of high-risk users who do not receive
the high-risk alarm, 𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 , is:

𝐻𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 = 𝐻 · 𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁
𝑁

− 𝐻 · (
𝑑∏
𝑙=1

𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁 − 𝑙

𝑁 − 𝑙
) · 𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁

𝑁

= 𝐻 · 𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁
𝑁

· (1 −
𝑑∏
𝑙=1

𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁 − 𝑙

𝑁 − 𝑙
)

= 𝑁 · (1 − 𝑞) · (1 − 𝑑

𝑁 − 1
)𝑁 ·𝑞 · (1 − 𝑐) · (1 −

𝑑∏
𝑙=1

𝑁 − 𝑐 · 𝑁 − 𝑙

𝑁 − 𝑙
).

□

Assuming a population size of 𝑁 = 100, 𝐶 = 20% and a conser-
vative value of 𝑑 = 2, for 𝑞 = 0.3 and 𝑞 = 0.7, the average numbers
of the undetected high-risk users, under the proposed DP-ACT
protocol, are approximated to be 11 and 2, respectively.

3.2 Privacy and Security Analysis
In this section, we briefly discuss potential privacy and security
risks in DP-ACT. In our DP-ACT protocol, we mitigate the risk of
device identification based on broadcasted BLE beacons for passive
users by allowing them not to broadcast BLE beacons.

Passive users, if not infected, remain entirely "hidden" and retain
ultimate privacy (ignoring electromagnetic side channels), simi-
lar to those who do not participate in digital contact tracing. For
perspective, only 0.02% of the Singapore population were diag-
nosed with COVID-19 from January 23 to April 3, 2020 [23], which
means that in similar situations, approximately 99.98% of passive
users remain private and at most 0.02% would reveal their high-risk
contact IDs. At the same time, infected passive users (i.e., up to
estimated 0.02%) would reveal exclusively IDs corresponding to
the high-risk contacts, which is approximated to be less than eight
high-risk contacts during 71 days for each user [23]. Revealing these
high-risk contacts may, however, leak information about high-risk
active users and may expose them to correlation attacks, impacting
their privacy. Similar information leakage may be envisioned in the

case of the DP-3T protocol if the adversaries (active users or those
who do not participate in contact tracing) collect and share the IDs
broadcasted by other active users.

The risk of device identification based on the broadcasted BLE
beacons remains, however, valid for active users in the proposed
DP-ACT protocol. In the DP-3T protocol, this risk is valid for all
users. On the other hand, actively broadcasting pseudo-random
IDs allows a more accurate high-risk contact identification for the
active user. As a result, active users opt for amore accurate high-risk
contact detection, accepting these privacy concerns. Hence, there is
an inherent trade-off between privacy and utility.

While our key focus was on utility, there are also security risks
associated with DP-ACT, e.g., passive users who actively tamper
with the protocol by uploading the IDs broadcasted by other active
users. Similar security risks can also be discussed in the context
of the DP-3T protocol, e.g., users who tamper with the protocol
by uploading their own IDs to the cloud. Another security risk is
flooding and replay attacks to trigger alerts. One strategy for both
protocols is to require both active and passive users to upload veri-
fication confirming their diagnosis when they test positive before
uploading their own or other users’ IDs. We refer to the DP-3T risk
analysis5 for further discussion of potential attacks.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the proposed DP-ACT protocol using a
face-to-face individual interaction dataset and five real-world BLE
datasets in Subsection 4.1 and Subsection 4.2, respectively. All codes
are available online.6

4.1 Face-to-Face Individual Interaction Dataset
For the evaluation of the proposed protocol, first, we consider the
InVS15 dataset [14]. InVS15 contains the face-to-face interactions of
individuals measured during 12 days in an office building in France
in 2015. We assume that all participants use COVID-19 contact
tracing mobile applications. COVID-19 has a serial interval, i.e., the
time from illness onset in a primary case (infector) to illness onset in
a secondary case (infected) [24], with a median of 4 days. We have
considered that all users who had high-risk contact with infected
users will be infected and can transfer the virus to other people
after 4 days from the high-risk contacts. For simplicity, we have also
assumed that none of these newly infected users can be detected
without receiving the high-risk alarms due to the lack of symptoms.
We consider several scenarios with different percentages (𝑐%) of
initial infected users, and the objective is to find all users who had
high-risk contacts with them and previous high-risk users after 4
days. We update the set of infected users who likely transfer the
virus to other users (after 4 days from having a high-risk contact)
day by day. For the InVS15 dataset, we define a high-risk contact
as a face-to-face contact that is longer than or equal to 5 minutes.

In our simulations, we consider 1,000 runs with random COVID-
19 infected users and random indexes for passive users. The high-
risk case detection probability is defined as the ratio of the detected
high-risk cases to the total number of the high-risk cases, averaged

5DP-3T github.
6DP-ACT github.
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Figure 4:High-risk case detection probability versus COVID-
19 percentage for the percentage of the passive users equal
to 10%, 20%, and 30% when we have only considered the first
4 days of the data collection.

over these 1,000 runs. A high-risk case is a person who has a high-
risk contact with an infected person (the revealed ones or the ones
who are infected by revealed ones and can transfer the virus to
others after 4 days). The COVID-19 percentage is also defined as the
number of revealed COVID-19 infected users to the total number
of users. As discussed before, we assume that the passive users do
not install the application based on the DP-3T protocol.

Let us start by considering only the first 4 days of the data. In Fig.
4, we show the high-risk case detection probability versus COVID-
19 percentage for the percentages of the passive users (PU) of 10%,
20%, and 30%, when we only consider the first 4 days of the data. We
observe that using our proposed DP-ACT protocol, only less than
10% of the high-risk cases are not detected when the percentage of
the passive users is less or equal to 30% and COVID-19 percentage
is larger than 2%. On the other hand, considering the DP-3T and
A/P DP-3T protocols, for the passive user percentage of 30%, more
than 42% and 18% of the high-risk cases are not detected.

Let us define False Alarm Probability as the number of users who
did not have a high-risk contact but received the high-risk alarm
over the number of the users. According to the simulation results,
the average false alarm rate for Fig. 4 (for 10% PU, 20% PU, and 30%
PU when COVID-19 percentage lies between 2% to 100%) in the
worst case is less than 0.022.

Fig. 5 shows the high-risk case detection probability versus the
percentage of passive users for the first 4 days of the data, when
30% of the users are diagnosed with COVID-19. Here, again we
observe that our proposed DP-ACT protocol outperforms the DP-
3T and A/P DP-3T protocols. If we consider the proposed DP-ACT
protocol, the high-risk case detection probability is greater than or
equal to 0.8 when the percentage of active users exceeds 53%, while
for the DP-3T and A/P DP-3T protocols, we need at least 88% and
77% active users, respectively, to achieve the detection probability
of 0.8.

Now, we consider the entire 12 days in the dataset, and not only
the first 4 days. Therefore, the error propagation due to not detect-
ing the high-risk contacts in the first 4 days is also considered in the

Figure 5: High-risk case detection probability versus the per-
centage of passive users when COVID-19 percentage is 30%
and for the first 4 days of the data collection.

results. The high-risk case detection probability versus COVID-19
percentage for the percentages of the passive users equal to 10%,
20%, and 30% is presented in Fig. 6. The proposed protocol improves
the high-risk case detection probability of the COVID-19 contact-
tracing application significantly, e.g., the high-risk case detection
probability of the DP-ACT protocol is 0.41 and 0.19 higher than the
ones of DP-3T and A/P DP-3T, respectively, when 10% of the users
are diagnosed with COVID-19 and 30% of users are passive. As it
can be observed in Fig. 6, the gap between the DP-ACT protocol and
both DP-3T and A/P DP-3T generally increases with the number of
passive users.

Fig. 7 shows the high-risk case detection probability versus the
percentage of passive users for the entire dataset, assuming 30%
of the users are diagnosed with COVID-19. The high-risk user
detection probability is 0.7 when the percentage of passive users is
59% if we use the proposed DP-ACT protocol, while for the DP-3T
and A/P DP-3T protocols, the detection probability equals to 0.49
and 0.2, respectively, for the same percentage of passive.

Next, we estimate the transfer costs and storage requirements
of the proposed DP-ACT protocol and compare it against the state-
of-the-art DP-3T protocol. We define Average Transfer Cost as the
sum of the average number of bytes sent to the cloud by a device
and the average number of bytes downloaded from the cloud by a
device. We also define Average Storage for a user as the sum of the
average number of bytes downloaded from the cloud by a device,
the average number of bytes for recording the own device pseudo-
random IDs, and the average number of bytes for recording the
IDs of other devices, time of the receiving the beacons, and the RSS
values. Let us consider the low-cost design for ephemeral pseudo-
random IDs just like Troncoso et al. [32], which means every day,
a new random seed is generated by each device. We also consider
that every 30 minutes, each device produces a new pseudo-random
ID. For BLE beacon broadcasting, we consider that every 5 minutes,
8 beacons with time distances of 250 ms are sent by an active user
device [27]. Note that in the A/P DP-3T protocol, the passive users
do not send their pseudo-random IDs to the cloud as these IDs are
neither broadcast nor recorded on other users’ devices. We assume
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Figure 6:High-risk case detection probability versus COVID-
19 percentage when 10%, 20%, and 30% of the users do not
broadcast BLE beacons and the entire InVS15 dataset is used
for evaluation.

that for each ID, 16 bytes are allocated. Each seed is 32 bytes. The
storage needs for recording the contact time and an RSS value are
also considered as 20 bits and 1 byte, respectively. In our DP-ACT
protocol, we need one extra bit for each ID as we should determine
the type of the ID (IDs may be revealed by active users or by passive
users).

Table 1 presents the average transfer cost and average storage
need for a device while the entire InVS15 dataset is used, assuming
20% passive users and the percentage of COVID-19 diagnosed cases
of 5%. As shown in Table 1, the DP-3T protocol consumes the least
average storage because in the case of using this protocol, 20% of
people do not install the application and hence, do not consume
any storage and transfer cost. In summary, our proposed DP-ACT
protocol for 20% passive users and the COVID-19 percentage of 5%
has around 3.3 times transfer cost and less than 1.3 times storage
need compared to the state-of-the-art DP-3T protocol.

While we have investigated the efficiency of DP-ACT in the con-
text of small population sizes using real datasets, the relevance of
this protocol in large-scale needs further investigation. However,
no such large datasets exist. To gain insight, we can consider the
information provided by Ng et al. [23], who observed that, from
Jan 23 to April 3, 2020, 7,770 close/high-risk contacts (1,863 house-
hold contacts, 2319 work contacts, and 3,588 social contacts) linked
to 1,114 PCR-confirmed index cases were identified in Singapore.
Note that the transfer cost of the DP-ACT protocol depends on the
number of high-risk contacts, which is less than 8 per person dur-
ing the 71 days of data collection, not the contact number. Hence,
considering the aforementioned assumptions and the population of
5.686 million people in Singapore in 2020, the average transfer cost
for the DP-ACT protocol is approximately 33.7 Kbytes when the
percentage of passive users is 20%, while it approximately equals
23.5 Kbytes and 29.5 Kbytes for DP-3T and A/P DP-3T, respectively.
The contact number determines the order of average storage needs,
as the daily contact number is usually significantly larger than the
number of daily high-risk contacts for a user. Hence, storage needs
are within the same order of magnitude for the three protocols.

Figure 7: High-risk case detection probability versus the per-
centage of passive users for the entire InVS15 dataset when
COVID-19 percentage is 30%.

Table 1: Average transfer cost and average storage (in bytes)
for a user when 20% of cases are passive users and 5% diag-
nosed with COVID-19.

DP-3T A/P DP-3T DP-ACT
Average Transfer Cost 363 455 1191

Average Storage 381 K 479 K 480 K

4.2 Real-World BLE Datasets
In this section, we consider real-world BLE datasets collected consid-
ering five different scenarios: dining together at the table, "scenario01-
lunch"; riding a train together, "scenario02-train"; working together
in an open-space setting, "scenario03-work"; waiting in line at the
supermarket, "scenario04-queue", and mingling in a club/bar, "sce-
nario05 -party" [27, 32]. These datasets were collected in laboratory
conditions, and 20 users participated in these data collections (the
information regarding 2 participants is missed and the datasets are
collected by the other 18 users) with different smartphone models.
The duration of the data collection for each of these datasets is 30
minutes. The smartphone devices exchange BLE advertisements
with neighbouring devices every 2.5 - 5minutes, and the attenuation
of a beacon gives the probability of being within a certain distance
from the smartphone broadcasting the beacon [27]. Here, we calcu-
late the attenuation by function MODEL RX TX COMPENSATION
[27] and for simplicity, assume that both devices involved in a con-
tact calculate the correct attenuation. Furthermore, just like the
current configuration for SwissCovid [22], we define the exposure
score as ES = 𝐵1 + 𝐵2

2 , where 𝐵1 and 𝐵2 are the time duration of
exposures for attenuation within (0,55] and (55,63], respectively.
For the new simulations, we call a contact a high-risk one if ES is
greater than or equal to 15 minutes and consider 10,000 runs with
random COVID-19 infected users and random indexes for passive
users.

Fig. 8 presents the high-risk case detection probability versus
COVID-19 percentage for 4, 6, and 8 passive users (PU), considering
the real-world BLE datasets. According to this figure, when the
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(a) Lunch Dataset. (b) Work Dataset.

(c) Train Dataset. (d) Queue Dataset.

(e) Party Dataset. (f) Average on all datasets.

Figure 8: High-risk case detection probability versus COVID-19 percentage for the number of the passive users equal to 4, 6,
and 8 when real-world BLE datasets are used.
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(a) Lunch Dataset. (b) Train Dataset. (c) Work Dataset.

(d) Queue Dataset. (e) Party Dataset. (f) Average on Datasets.

Figure 9: High-risk case detection probability versus the percentage of passive users for real-world BLE datasets when 5 users
are diagnosed with COVID-19.

number of passive users is 8 and the COVID-19 percentage is around
5%, the proposed DP-ACT protocol outperforms the DP-3T protocol
by 0.64, 0.61, 0.65, 0.54, and 0.53 in terms of the high-risk case
detection probability for the lunch, work, train, queue, and party
datasets, respectively, with an average of 0.6. Furthermore, when
the number of passive users is 8 and the COVID-19 percentage is
around 5%, the proposed DP-ACT protocol outperforms the A/P
DP-3T protocol by 0.35, 0.33, 0.36, 0.29, and 0.26 in terms of the high-
risk case detection probability for the lunch, work, train, queue, and
party datasets, respectively, with an average of 0.31.We observe that
when the proposed DP-ACT protocol is adopted, for the number of
passive users less than 8 and COVID-19 percentages more than 5%,
the high-risk case detection probability is higher than 0.96, 0.91,
0.98, 0.82, and 0.81 for the lunch, work, train, queue, and party
datasets, respectively, with an average higher than 0.9. The average
false alarm probability on all the datasets for Fig. 8 (C=4, C=6, and
C=8 when COVID-19 percentage lies between 5% to 100%) in the
worst case is less than 0.035.

Fig. 9 shows the high-risk case detection probability versus the
percentage of passive users when five users are diagnosed with
COVID-19 and real-world BLE datasets are used. According to Fig.
9, the high-risk case detection probability for the proposed protocol
is higher than 0.8, when the percentages of passive users are lower
than 74%, 83%, 67%, 50%, and 47% for the lunch, train, work, queue,
and party datasets, respectively, with an average of 64%. On the

other hand, to achieve a high-risk case detection probability higher
than 0.8 for the A/P DP-3T, the percentage of passive users needs
to be lower than 33%, 30%, 43%, 20%, and 22% for the lunch, work,
train, queue and party datasets, respectively. Moreover, to achieve
a high-risk case detection probability higher than 0.8 for DP-3T, the
percentage of passive users needs to be lower than 13%, 13%, and
15% for the lunch, work, and train datasets, respectively. For the
queue and party datasets, for passive user percentages of more than
11 and 5 infected users, the best high-risk case detection probability
is 0.77 and 0.79, respectively (less than 0.8).

Finally, we evaluate the protocols considering a third group of
people (in addition to the active and passive users), who do not
install any COVID-19 contact-tracing applications. We refer to
this group of people as Non-Playing Cases (NPC). Fig. 10 shows
the high-risk case detection probability versus the percentage of
passive users, when the real-world BLE datasets are considered.
Here, we assume five users are diagnosed with COVID-19 and there
are two or four non-playing cases. We observe that the performance
of the protocols decreases when the number of non-playing cases
increases. Furthermore, we observe that the proposed DP-ACT still
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art DP-3T protocol and
the A/P DP-3T protocol, e.g., by 0.28 and 0.6, respectively, overall
in terms of high-risk case detection probability, when there are 2
or 4 NPCs and the percentage of passive users is 45%.
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(a) Lunch Dataset. (b) Train Dataset.

(c) Work Dataset. (d) Queue Dataset.

(e) Party Dataset. (f) Average on all datasets.

Figure 10: High-risk case detection probability versus the percentage of passive users for real-world BLE datasets when 5 users
are diagnosed with COVID-19 and there are some non-playing cases.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a decentralized privacy-preserving
contact tracing protocol with both active and passive participants,
where passive participants model conservative users who do not
broadcast BLE beacons but still listen to broadcasted BLE beacons.
Our proposed DP-ACT protocol enables precision digital contact
tracing, by enabling and leveraging the participation of conserva-
tive/passive users. We analyzed the proposed protocol theoretically
and discussed a set of interesting properties for DP-ACT. The pro-
posed protocol is evaluated considering both a face-to-face indi-
vidual interaction dataset and five real-world BLE datasets. Our
simulation results demonstrate that our DP-ACT protocol outper-
forms the state-of-the-art protocols in the presence of passive users.

In this work, our key focus has been on utility. In our future work,
we plan to investigate more privacy/security risks associated with
DP-ACT. Another promising future direction is to also consider a
semi-active/semi-passive participant model where the participants
opt to broadcast their pseudo-random IDs at arbitrary locations.
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